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Medieval Japan  
 
 
DIRECTIONS:  
This chapter begins on page 169. It is a good practice to read the chapter first before attempting to answer the 
questions in this worksheet. Be aware that not every possible test question is covered by this worksheet. Any 
material in the chapter may appear on a test. Answer each question as completely as you can. Any unfamiliar bold 
words in the chapter are defined in the margins nearby. Be sure to know the definitions! 
 
1. Japan cut itself off from the         outside         world for almost         250         years.   
 
2. Because of the         shogunate         or military rule, foreigners could not live in or visit Japan.   
 
 
3.  The four main islands of Japan are        Hokkaido       ,         Kyushu        ,          Honshu        , 

and          Shikoku        .  A group of islands such as this is called an         archipelago        .   
 
 
4. Where does most of Japan's population live?   

• On the coastal plains 
 
5. Describe Japan's geography with respect to its climate and land.  

Climate:  
• mild due to warm ocean current 
• Northern Japan – cold winters and cool summers 
• Southern Japan – subtropical climate where rice grows well 

 
Land:  
• 20% plain and valley. 
• 80% mountains with volcanoes and geysers 

 
 
6. What does the name "Japan" mean?  

• Great land of the rising sun 
 
 
7. Who were Japan's first peoples? Where did they come from and when?  

• The Jomon came around 955 B.C.E.from South China and possibly some islands in the South 
Pacific.  

 
 
 
8.  Which new people to Japan developed agriculture there?  What did they know how to do and what else did 

they bring to the Japanese people?  
• Yayoi – they know how to grow rice. They had iron and bronze tools, had mirrors, and raised 

horses and cattle 
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9.  Describe how the imperial sun line was born. What does it mean? 
• Around 300 C.E Japan entered the Yamato period where the Yamato family who claimed to be 

descended from the Sun God gained power over all other powerful families in Japan through 
marriage and their supposed family blood line.   

• It means that the Japanese emperor is directly related to the Sun God – the greatest of all 
deities 

 
 
 
10. What was kana?  

• An alphabet developed by the Japanese to write down their oral language 
 
 
11. The Japanese didn't start writing anything down until          360         C.E. when the         Koreans         

began visiting Japan.  The Koreans used         Chinese         characters that the Japanese later adopted as 
part of their own written language.   

 
 

Religion in Early Japan 
 
12. What does "Shinto" mean and what is it based on?  

• The Way of the Gods 
• Based on traditions and customs 

 
 
13.  The most important spirits in Shinto are the         kami        .  Shinto gods may live in         temples         

where they can be contacted by priests and individuals.  Shinto often brings about a deep love of        natur        
.  

 
14. In the early 500s C.E., why was Buddhism more attractive to some believers than Shinto?   

• It held the belief that there is life after death  
 
 
What religion eventually became the state religion of Japan?   

• Buddhism  
 
15. During the         Nara         period of 700-800 C.E., Buddhist         munks         took over the 

government which angered many people.  People were so angry, that they chose to move the capital city of 
Japan,         Nara        , to Kyoto to get away from all the Buddhists! 

 
16.         Puppet         rulers were common in         Heian         Japan from 794 to 1192 C.E. because the 

Fujiwara family who were in power used the ruling emperors as puppets. 
 
17. The city of Heian is today called         Kyoto        .  
 
18. Why did the emperor never appear in public?   

• It was believed that ordinary people would be overwhelmed by the sight of him.    
 
19.  Why did the Heian Empire start to fail?   

• Wealthy landowners started to become more powerful. They had peasants working for them and 
eventually assembled armies of warriors to defend them.   
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20. As the Heian Empire was failing and the capital grew weaker, what class was born?   
• Samurai 

 
21. Draw a picture or write a write an explanation of what happened between the Taira and Minamoto and their 

wars.   
• Answers will vary but should include details such as:  
• Taira and Minamoto families were in a civil war surrounded by samurai warriors.  The Minamoto 

won the final battle and to avoid capture, members of the Taira family drowned themselves.  
Both families had been struggling for power over the capital city of Japan because the imperial 
government of Japan was breaking down.  
 

 
22.  After the civil war between the     Taira       and Minamoto,       feudal      Japan meant that local lords 

who had the protection of armies, became very powerful.   
 
23. Write the definitions for the words below:  
 

Shogun  
• A military ruler of Japan during the feudal period 
 
Shogunate  
• A period of rule by a shogun 
 
Daimyo  
• A great feudal lord 
 
Revere  
• To admire and honor 
 
Domain 
• Land belonging to one person 
 
Sake 
• Rice wine 
 
Kamakura period 
• Japan's first feudal period 
 
Abdicate  
• To give up the throne 
 
Zen Buddhism  
• The religion of the samurai. A way of looking at the world in which meditation is most important.  
 
The code of Bushido 
• The way of the Warrior. Did not require that the warrior protect the weak. It was the set of 

rules for the samurai.  
 
Fortification 
• an aspect of a structure that gives protection 
 
Kamikaze 
•  Means "Divine Wind". Japanese pilots who crashed their explosive loaded planes into American 

warships so America would not invade Japan were called Kamikaze.  
 
The Forty Seven Ronin  
• A Japanese story about the samurai's obligations and duties to the Code of Bushido that tells of 

47 samurai who killed themselves for violating the shogun's orders.   
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24. Describe the importance of rice and rice farming during feudal times.   
• It was Japan's currency. Taxes of the daimyo, the salaries of the samurai were all translated 

into measures of rice or koku.  
• The most important food in Japan. 

 
 
 
25.  What was the Onin War? When and why was it fought?   

• In 1467 this war was fought to gain control of the shogunate and lasted for 100 years. 
 
 

26.  When did Europeans first start arriving in Japan?   
• 16th century 
 
 

27.  In the eyes of Japan's leaders, what negative things did the Europeans bring to Japan?  What happened in the 
years following?  
• Europeans brought guns and Christianity.  
• The leaders saw Christianity as an alien religion and banned Christians from Japan and 

missionaries were killed or driven out.   
• The West was cut off from Japan 

 
 
 
28.  Now cut off from the rest of the world, the Edo period was important for Japan. What was a positive result of 

this isolation?  
• The people felt distinct and they continued to develop a strong sense of community which led to 

extreme patriotism 
 


